
SỞ GD&ĐÀO TẠO ĐĂK LĂK BÀI KIỂM TRA SỐ 4( 2015 – 2016 )
TRƯỜNG THPT NGÔ GIA TỰ MÔN: TIẾNG ANH 12 (CHUẨN)

THỜI GIAN LÀM BÀI : 45 phút

MÃ ĐỀ 120401

Họ tên:……………………………….. Lớp 12T…… MHS……………….

I. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from that of the others. (0,5m)

1. A. peace B. great C. increase D. team
2. A. caps B. meters C. swimmers D. lines
II. Choose one word that has the stress pattern different from that of the others: (0,5m)
1. A. suffering B. president C. protection D. conference
2. A. agency B. dedicate C. disaster D. earthquake
III. Choose the best answer among (A, B, C or D  )  that best complete each sentences. (2ms)
1. The problem seems to be……………………….

A. more serious than B. most serious C. more serious D. more and more serious
2. A: “ Congratulations on your success!”      B: “ ………………….. .”

A. Not at all B. All right C. Thank you D. The same to you
3.The international Red Cross has about 97 million volunteers whose main …………….is to protect human
life and health.

A. mission B. experience C. organization D. rule
4. During the flood, Army helicopters came and tried to evacuate…………..injured.

A. a B. an C. the D. Ø
5. ……………….is a situation in which large number of people have little or no food, and many of them die.

A. Disaster B. Famine C. Poverty D. Flood
6. Thanks to the progress of science and technology, our lives have become………………

A. more and more good B. better and better C. gooder and gooder D. the more and more good
7. All the audience was quite surprised………………the success of that young athlete.

A. on B. to C. off D. at
8. In this great event, many games were ………...…. to international levels.

A. next B. about C. close D. nearly

IV. Complete the following sentences by filling each blank with  one of the given phrasal verb (1.0 m)
wash up take after get over turn up went off

1. The bomb………………………in the garage, fortunately no one hurt.
2. It took me a very long time to…………………..the shock of her death.
3. What may happen if John will not…………………………in time?
4. Frankly speaking, your daughter does not………………..…you at all.

V. Give the correct form of the words given in the parentheses (1.0m)
1. One of the tasks of the Red Cross is also to support local……….………..care projects (HEALTHY)
2. The 22nd Sea Games consisted of athletes from eleven……….……………countries. (PARTICIPANT)
3. She dedicated her whole life to…………………………the poor. (HELP)
4. The referee’s ……………………is the most important in any sport competition. (DECIDE)

VI. Rewrite the following as directed (3ms)
1. You can find the meaning of this word in the dictionary.
=> You can look……………………………………………………………………..
2. When he drank more , he became violent.
=> The more…………………………………………………………………………...
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3. Tom is a more careful driver than Tim.
=> Tim drives more……………………………………………………………………
4. If you drive fast, you will use a lot of petrol.
=> The faster…………………………………………………………………………….
5. This is the most delicious cake I’ve ever tasted.
=> I have………………………………………………………………………………..
6. We read this book carefully. We understand it well ( Use double comparison)
=> The……………………………………………………………………………………

VII. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer.(1m)
The 22nd Southeast Asian Games were held in Ha Noi, Vietnam from the 5th to 13th December, 2003.

The Games were opened by Vietnamese Prime Minister Phan Van Khai in he newly constructed My Dinh
National Stadium in Hanoi. The Games torch was lit by Nguyen Thuy Hien of Wushu. It was the first time in
the Sea Games history that the Games venues were assigned into two cities namely Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh
City.

Painter Nguyen Chi Long inspired by the 22nd Sea Games logo is based on a legendary bird named
“Chim Lac”. The bird decorated the Ngoc Lu bronze drum. A typical antiquity of the ancient Dong Son
Vietnamese culture. The Emblem is composed of harmonious and vigorous curves, creating a feeling of
movement and strength which conforms to the Olympic Spirit: “Faster, Higher and Stronger”. The colorful
whirls represent the tough competitiveness in sports.

The Games’ hymn was “For the World of Tomorrow”, composed by Nguyen Quang Vinh. Painter
Nguyen Thai Hung chose “Trau Vang”, the golden water buffalo as the mascot for the 22nd Sea Games. With a
gentle and harmonious nature, the clever Buffalo has become synonymous with the water and rice civilization
that is so important in Vietnam as well as in other Southeast Asian countries. To Vietnamese people, the
Golden Buffalo symbolizes a golden harvest, prosperity, happiness, power and the Vietnamese martial spirit.

Question 1: In which cities in Vietnam were the 22nd Southeast Asian Games held?
A. In Hanoi B. In Ho Chi Minh City
C. In Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City D. In Hue

Question 2: What is the 22nd Sea Games logo based on?
A. A legendary bird named “Chim Lac”
B. The ancient Dong Son Vietnamese culture
C. The Ngoc Lu bronze drum.
D. The Olympic Spirit.

Question 3: What has the mascot for the 22nd Sea Games been associated with?
A. The prosperity B. The water and rice civilization
C. Vietnamese agriculture. D. Vietnamese farmers.

Question 4:To Vietnamese people, what does the Golden Buffalo symbolize?
A. A golden harvest. B. Prosperity, happiness, and power.
C. The Vietnamese martial spirit. D. All are correct.

VIII. Read the passage and choose the words or phrases best complete the blanks.(1m.)
UNICEF (The United Nations Children’s Fund) is mandated by the United Nations General Assembly to

advocate for the (1)………… of children's rights, to help meet their basic needs and to expand their
opportunities to reach their full potential. UNICEF is guided by the Convention on the Rights of the Child and
tries to establish children's rights as enduring ethical principles and international standards of (2) …………
towards children. UNICEF (3) ……… that the survival, protection and development of children are universal
development. UNICEF mobilizes political will and material sources to help countries, particularly developing
countries, ensure a "first call for children" and to, build their capacity to form appropriate policies and (4)
………. services for children and their families.
1. A. protest B. destruction C. protection D. achievement
2. A. poverty B. behavior C. medicine D. injure
3. A. insists B. devotes C. treats D. mounts
4. A. care B. appeal C. supply D. react
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I. Read the passage and choose the words or phrases best complete the blanks.(1m.)
UNICEF (The United Nations Children’s Fund) is mandated by the United Nations General Assembly to

advocate for the (1)………… of children's rights, to help meet their basic needs and to expand their
opportunities to reach their full potential. UNICEF is guided by the Convention on the Rights of the Child and
tries to establish children's rights as enduring ethical principles and international standards of (2) …………
towards children. UNICEF (3) ……… that the survival, protection and development of children are universal
development. UNICEF mobilizes political will and material sources to help countries, particularly developing
countries, ensure a "first call for children" and to, build their capacity to form appropriate policies and (4)
………. services for children and their families.
1. A. protest B. destruction C. protection D. achievement
2. A. poverty B. behavior C. medicine D. injure
3. A. insists B. devotes C. treats D. mounts
4. A. care B. appeal C. supply D. react
II. Complete the following sentences by filling each blank with  one of the given phrasal verb (1.0 m)

wash up take after       get over turn up went off
1. The bomb………………………in the garage, fortunately no one hurt.
2. It took me a very long time to…………………..the shock of her death.
3. What may happen if John will not…………………………in time?
4. Frankly speaking, your daughter does not………………..…you at all.
III. Rewrite the following as directed (3ms)
1. You can find the meaning of this word in the dictionary.
=> You can look……………………………………………………………………..
2. When he drank more , he became violent.
=> The more…………………………………………………………………………...
3. Tom is a more careful driver than Tim.
=> Tim drives more……………………………………………………………………
4. If you drive fast, you will use a lot of petrol.
=> The faster…………………………………………………………………………….
5. This is the most delicious cake I’ve ever tasted.
=> I have………………………………………………………………………………..
6. We read this book carefully. We understand it well ( Use double comparison)
=> The……………………………………………………………………………………
IV. Choose one word that has the stress pattern different from that of the others: (0,5m)
1. A. suffering B. president C. protection D. conference
2. A. agency B. dedicate C. disaster D. earthquake
V. Choose the best answer among (A, B, C or D  )  that best complete each sentences. (2ms)
1. The problem seems to be……………………….

A. more serious than B. most serious C. more serious D. more and more serious
2. A: “ Congratulations on your success!”      B: “ ………………….. .”

A. Not at all B. All right C. Thank you D. The same to you
3.The international Red Cross has about 97 million volunteers whose main …………….is to protect human
life and health.

A. mission B. experience C. organization D. rule
4. During the flood, Army helicopters came and tried to evacuate…………..injured.
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A. a B. an C. the D. Ø
5. ……………….is a situation in which large number of people have little or no food, and many of them die.

A. Disaster B. Famine C. Poverty D. Flood
6. Thanks to the progress of science and technology, our lives have become………………

A. more and more good B. better and better C. gooder and gooder D. the more and more good
7. All the audience was quite surprised………………the success of that young athlete.

A. on B. to C. off D. at
8. In this great event, many games were ………...…. to international levels.

A. next B. about C. close D. nearly
V I. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from that of the others. (0,5m)
1. A. peace B. great C. increase D. team
2. A. caps B. meters C. swimmers D. lines
VII. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer.(1m)
The 22nd Southeast Asian Games were held in Ha Noi, Vietnam from the 5th to 13th December,2003

. The Games were opened by Vietnamese Prime Minister Phan Van Khai in he newly constructed My Dinh
National Stadium in Hanoi. The Games torch was lit by Nguyen Thuy Hien of Wushu. It was the first time in
the Sea Games history that the Games venues were assigned into two cities namely Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh
City.

Painter Nguyen Chi Long inspired by the 22nd Sea Games logo is based on a legendary bird named
“Chim Lac”. The bird decorated the Ngoc Lu bronze drum. A typical antiquity of the ancient Dong Son
Vietnamese culture. The Emblem is composed of harmonious and vigorous curves, creating a feeling of
movement and strength which conforms to the Olympic Spirit: “Faster, Higher and Stronger”. The colorful
whirls represent the tough competitiveness in sports.

The Games’ hymn was “For the World of Tomorrow”, composed by Nguyen Quang Vinh. Painter
Nguyen Thai Hung chose “Trau Vang”, the golden water buffalo as the mascot for the 22nd Sea Games. With a
gentle and harmonious nature, the clever Buffalo has become synonymous with the water and rice civilization
that is so important in Vietnam as well as in other Southeast Asian countries. To Vietnamese people, the
Golden Buffalo symbolizes a golden harvest, prosperity, happiness, power and the Vietnamese martial spirit.

Question 1: In which cities in Vietnam were the 22nd Southeast Asian Games held?
A. In Hanoi B. In Ho Chi Minh City
C. In Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City D. In Hue

Question 2: What is the 22nd Sea Games logo based on?
A. A legendary bird named “Chim Lac”
B. The ancient Dong Son Vietnamese culture
C. The Ngoc Lu bronze drum.
D. The Olympic Spirit.

Question 3: What has the mascot for the 22nd Sea Games been associated with?
A. The prosperity B. The water and rice civilization
C. Vietnamese agriculture. D. Vietnamese farmers.

Question 4:To Vietnamese people, what does the Golden Buffalo symbolize?
A. A golden harvest. B. Prosperity, happiness, and power.
C. The Vietnamese martial spirit. D. All are correct.

VIII.Give the correct form of the words given in the parentheses (1.0m)
1. One of the tasks of tho Red Cross is also to support local……….………..care projects (HEALTHY)
2. The 22nd Sea Games consisted of athletes from eleven……….……………countries. (PARTICIPANT)
3. She dedicated her whole life to…………………………the poor. (HELP)
4. The referee’s ……………………is the most important in any sport competition. (DECIDE)

==========GOOD LUCK TO YOU===========



ANSWER KEYS

I. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from that of the others. (0,5m)

1. A. peace B. great C. increase D. team
2. A. caps B. meters C. swimmers D. lines
II. Choose one word that has the stress pattern different from that of the others: (0,5m)
1. A. suffering B. president C. protection D. conference
2. A. agency B. dedicate C. disaster D. earthquake
III. Choose the best answer among (A, B, C or D  )  that best complete each sentences. (2ms)
1. The problem seems to be……………………….
A. more serious than B. most serious C. more serious D. more and more serious
2. A: “ Congratulations on your success!”      B: “ ………………….. .”
A. Not at all B. All right C. Thank you D. The same to you
3.The international Red Cross has about 97 million volunteers whose main …………….is to protect human
life and health.
A. mission B. experience C. organization D. rule
4. During the flood, Army helicopters came and tried to evacuate…………..injured.
A. a B. an C. the D. Ø
5. ……………….is a situation in which large number of people have little or no food, and many of them die.
A. Disaster B. Famine C. Poverty D. Flood
6. Thanks to the progress of science and technology, our lives have become………………
A. more and more good B. better and better C. gooder and gooder D. the more and more good
7. All the audience was quite surprised………………the success of that young athlete.
A. on B. to C. off D. at
8. In this great event, many games were ………...…. to international levels.
A. next B. about C. close D. nearly
IV. Complete the following sentences by filling each blank with  one of the given phrasal verb (1.0 m)

wash up take after get over turn up went off
1. The bomb……went off…………in the garage, fortunately no one hurt.
2. It took me a very long time to……get over………..the shock of her death.
3. What may happen if John will not………turn up…………in time?
4. Frankly speaking, your daughter does not……take after…..…you at all.
V. Give the correct form of the words given in the parentheses (1.0m)
1. One of the tasks of the Red Cross is also to support local…health.…….care projects (HEALTHY)
2. The 22nd Sea Games consisted of athletes from eleven……participating……countries. (PARTICIPANT)
3. She dedicated her whole life to……helping………the poor. (HELP)
4. The referee’s ………decision……is the most important in any sport competition. (DECIDE)
VI. Rewrite the following as directed (3ms)
1. You can find the meaning of this word in the dictionary.
=> You can look up this word in the  dictionary.

You can look this word up in the  dictionary.
2. When he drank more, he became violent.
=> The more he drank, the more violent he became.
3. Tom is a more careful driver than Tim.
=> Tim drives more carelessly than Tom (does)
4. If you drive fast, you will use a lot of petrol.
=> The faster you drive, the more petrol you will use
5. This is the most delicious cake I’ve ever tasted.
=> I have never tasted such a delicious cake.

I have never tasted as/so delicious a cake as this one.



6. We read this book carefully. We understand it well ( Use double comparison)
=> The more carefully we read this book, the better we understand it

VII. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer.(1m)
The 22nd Southeast Asian Games were held in Ha Noi, Vietnam from the 5th to 13th December,2003.

The Games were opened by Vietnamese Prime Minister Phan Van Khai in he newly constructed My Dinh
National Stadium in Hanoi. The Games torch was lit by Nguyen Thuy Hien of Wushu. It was the first time in
the Sea Games history that the Games venues were assigned into two cities namely Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh
City.

Painter Nguyen Chi Long inspired by the 22nd Sea Games logo is based on a legendary bird named
“Chim Lac”. The bird decorated the Ngoc Lu bronze drum. A typical antiquity of the ancient Dong Son
Vietnamese culture. The Emblem is composed of harmonious and vigorous curves, creating a feeling of
movement and strength which conforms to the Olympic Spirit: “Faster, Higher and Stronger”. The colorful
whirls represent the tough competitiveness in sports.

The Games’ hymn was “For the World of Tomorrow”, composed by Nguyen Quang Vinh. Painter
Nguyen Thai Hung chose “Trau Vang”, the golden water buffalo as the mascot for the 22nd Sea Games. With a
gentle and harmonious nature, the clever Buffalo has become synonymous with the water and rice civilization
that is so important in Vietnam as well as in other Southeast Asian countries. To Vietnamese people, the
Golden Buffalo symbolizes a golden harvest, prosperity, happiness, power and the Vietnamese martial spirit.

Question 1: In which cities in Vietnam were the 22nd Southeast Asian Games held?
A. In Hanoi B. In Ho Chi Minh City
C. In Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City D. In Hue

Question 2: What is the 22nd Sea Games logo based on?
A. A legendary bird named “Chim Lac”
B. The ancient Dong Son Vietnamese culture
C. The Ngoc Lu bronze drum.
D. The Olympic Spirit.

Question 3: What has the mascot for the 22nd Sea Games been associated with?
A. The prosperity B. The water and rice civilization
C. Vietnamese agriculture. D. Vietnamese farmers.

Question 4:To Vietnamese people, what does the Golden Buffalo symbolize?
A. A golden harvest. B. Prosperity, happiness, and power.
C. The Vietnamese martial spirit. D. All are correct.

VIII. Read the passage and choose the words or phrases best complete the blanks.(1m.)
UNICEF (The United Nations Children’s Fund) is mandated by the United Nations General Assembly to

advocate for the (1)………… of children's rights, to help meet their basic needs and to expand their
opportunities to reach their full potential. UNICEF is guided by the Convention on the Rights of the Child and
tries to establish children's rights as enduring ethical principles and international standards of (2) …………
towards children. UNICEF (3) ……… that the survival, protection and development of children are universal
development. UNICEF mobilizes political will and material sources to help countries, particularly developing
countries, ensure a "first call for children" and to, build their capacity to form appropriate policies and (4)
………. services for children and their families.
1. A. protest B. destruction C. protection D. achievement
2. A. poverty B. behavior C. medicine D. injure
3. A. insists B. devotes C. treats D. mounts
4. A. care B. appeal C. supply D. react


